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By JOE MCCART HY

Audi, Bentley, Bugatti, Lamborghini and Porsche, under the Volkswagen Group umbrella,
have attracted substantial attention in global markets through the branded mobile
application, "Sports Car Challenge 2," recently reaching 1 million downloads.

The app acts as a way for racing fans to explore VW brand models and discover vehicle
capabilities with precision while on virtual racing tracks. Perhaps more so than other
product category, automotive brands can cultivate new fans, solidify loyalists and spur
real-life product interaction effectively with mobile games.

"The potential [for mobile gaming] is huge," said Kristien Wendt, partner and head of
client services and business development at Proelios, London.

"Because of the accessibility, brand engagement, reach, measurement through data
analytics and the hugely realistic worlds we can now create on mobile, clients are
looking at how we integrate mobile gaming into campaigns, how we can connect,
measure and interact with offline media such as outdoor posters and print advertising,
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and how we can use the gaming platform to generate greater consumer loyalty," he said.

"We see mobile gaming as a channel to communicate with consumers. With staggering
processing power and the growing popularity of smartphones and tablets, the time for
mobile gaming as one the key communication channels to engage and connect to
consumers is right now."

Proelios worked with Volkswagen Group to develop Sports Car Challenge 2.

Seizing the moment

Volkswagen Group sought to build upon the performance of its original Sports Car
Challenge that had generated more than 12 million downloads, but with a greater focus on
China and a global market

New features in the game include competing for the global leader board positions and
enhancing track times by racing alongside a ghost car.

Sports Car Challenge 2

Sports Car Challenge 2 has generated five million virtual test drives in its 10-week span.

Perhaps the most surprising result from the 10-week period is the number of out-of-game
branded interactions that have spawned. More than 25,000 dealership inquiries for dealer
visits and real-life test drives have been made.

Sports Car Challenge 2
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Mr. Wendt explained that traditional racing games on consoles such as Xbox and
Playstation do a remarkable job at depicting vehicles in exact detail and creating real-life
driving scenarios that most players would never experience in real life.

"However, whilst these virtual interactions create positive validation, goodwill and brand
aspiration for many players, they don’t help the consumer to take the next step and
ultimately look at purchasing the car they drove in-game," he said.

The gaming experience on mobile compared to consoles have previously been far
inferior, with shoddy graphics and handling. This disparity has dramatically shrunk in the
last year and will continue to shrink as tablets and smartphones become more advanced.

|

Bugatti Grand Sport Vitesse in Sports Car Challenge 2

Also, mobile games fill an important gap that increases the chance for post-game brand
interaction, according to Mr. Wendt.

Bugatti Grand Sport Vitesse in Sports Car Challenge 2

"Once you’ve experienced the virtual test-drive, the gaming app can link you to the brand
Web site or to your nearest dealership, effectively helping to motivate the consumer to
connect to the brand for more, from information and test-drives to final purchase," he
said.

Players can also share pictures and data on social media.

Although all racing games provide the basic function of virtual test-drive, Sports Car
Challenge limits the possibilities to Volkswagen brand models.
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"Primarily, the Sports Car Challenge series of games is about generating consumer
connection and awareness of Volkswagen’s premium brands through virtual interaction
and play," Mr. Wendt said.

Passing time

Mobile gaming is rapidly becoming a lucrative advertising platform, and luxury brands
across categories must learn how to effectively enter this arena.

The pervasiveness of smartphones demands that luxury brands interject in the many
interaction spaces that are being co-opted by brands across markets. Due to the
concentration and sustained periods of time that consumers dedicate to mobile games,
finding unobtrusive ways to enter this platform will help create lasting impressions (see
story).

Some automakers are inserting themselves into the mobile gaming conversation.

For example, Toyota Corp.’s Lexus has secured a permanent spot for its IS 350 F Sport
model in the popular Electronic Arts mobile video game Real Racing 3 that will reach a
dedicated gaming cohort of car enthusiasts.

The IS model will be featured in two races within the game, giving fans time to observe
the vehicle’s traits and develop an interest. The immersive nature of video games gives
automakers an unrivaled amount of time to form a bond with prospective consumers (see
story).

However, cameos in existing games do not engulf players in a total brand experience as
games such as Sports Car Challenge do.

"Simply put, mobile gaming is where consumers are spending their time and gaming is
now the most popular pass-time globally on mobile," Mr. Wendt said.

"Our objective is to use this emerging communication channel to excite the consumer
through great realistic gameplay, but also to communicate and educate them about the
brand, which ultimately helps to secure future sales," he said.
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Final take
Joe McCarthy, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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